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Functions

A function is a block of code that 
has a name and that performs a 
task. 

A function can be thought of as a box 
that gets an input and returns an 
output (or None).

1. Reduce code duplication: put in functions parts of code that are needed several 
times in the whole program so that you don’t need to repeat the same code over and 
over again; 

2. Decompose a complex task: make the code easier to write and understand by 
splitting the whole program in several easier functions



Functions

Example: define a function that gets 
a list of integers and returns its sum.



Namespace and scope

Namespaces are mappings from names 
to objects, or in other words places where 
names are associated to objects. 

Namespaces can be considered as the 
context. According to Python’s reference 
a scope is a textual region of a Python 
program, where a namespace is directly 
accessible

LEGB order for finding variable



Functions

Example: define a function that gets 
a list of integers and returns its sum.

Importantly enough, a function 
needs to be defined (i.e. its code 
has to be written) BEFORE it can 
actually be used.



Argument passing

Things to remember



Argument passing



Argument passing



Functions



Argument passing by keyword and defaults



File Input/Output

With files you need to perform 3 steps: 

Open the file, read/write, close 



File Input/Output

With files you need to: 

Open, read/write, close 

Opening mode: “r”, “w”, “a”,”b”,...

Read

Write

overwrites!



File Input/Output

more info in the 
Practical6 notes...



String formatting

Format can be used to add values to a string in 
specific placeholders (normally defined with the 
syntax {}) or to format values according to the 
user specifications (e.g. number of decimal 
places for floating point numbers).



http://qcbsciprolab2019.readthedocs.io/en/latest/practical6.html


